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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

On May 8, 1991, the Connecticut Employees Union Independent (the “Union” or
“CEUI”) filed, on behalf of individual bargaining unit members David Amadeo, Charles
Dickens, David Petrario, Paul Yarincik, and Charles Brault (the individual “Complainants”), a
complaint with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the “Labor Board”), as amended
on May 24 and July 7, 1994, alleging that the State of Connecticut, University of Connecticut
Health Center (the “Health Center”) had committed practices prohibited by 4 S-272 of the Act
Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees (the “Act”) by retaliating and



discriminating against the Complainants for their participation in protected concerted activity.’
Specifically, the Union alleges that the State violated the Act by: 1) refusing to abide by the
terms of valid grievance settlements and/or arbitration awards; 2) involuntarily transferring Paul
Yarincik immediately after the settlement of an overtime grievance; 3) pursuing unfair
disciplinary actions against Complainants, and allowing and/or supporting unequal discipline or
other unequal treatment of Complainants; 4) adjusting and/or manipulating overtime
opportunities resulting in unequal overtime opportunities and unfair treatment of Complainants;
5) failing to support or enforce equal treatment of Complainants and to afford opportunities equal
to other QCW HVAC/R  employees or employees in facilities management; 6) requiring
Complainants to perform unsuitable work or work outside of their job description; 7) failing to
provide training and advancement opportunities to Complainants; 8) passing over and refusing
promotional opportunities to Complainants; 9) failing to place most of Complainants on essential
personnel lists, despite their senior status and skill level, thereby exposing Complainants to
involuntary furlough; and 10) arbitrarily altering and dividing lunch breaks one day after a Labor
Board hearing on May 25,1994.

After the requisite preliminary administrative steps had been taken, the parties appeared
before the Labor Board for a hearing on October 29, 1992, at which point formerly consolidated
Cases Nos. 12,921 and 13,771 were severed for hearing purposes? The hearing continued on
January 26, 1993, February 1, 1993, May 12, 1993, October 18, 1993, October 19, 1993, October
21,1993,  January 2 1, 1994, January 25,1994,  March 7,1994,  May 20,1994,  and May 24; 1994,
with the hearing on the instant case commencing on May 24, 1994 and continuing on May 25,
1994, July 7, 1994, July 11, 1994, September 23, 1994, November 18, 1994, November 28,
1994, December 9,1994,  January 9,1995,  March 29,1995,  September 6,1995,  and September
20, 1995, at which time the parties appeared, were provided full opportunity to introduce

I The original complaint named only CEUI as the Complainant. The amendments
added the named individuals as Complainants as well as clarified the allegations.

2 On May 4, 1990, the individual Complainants in the instant case filed a complaint
(Case No. SUPP- 12,921) against the CEUI and the Health Center, alleging that the CEUI had
violated the Act by breaching its duty of fair representation to the Complainants and that the
Health Center had violated the Act by refusing to bargain in good faith and by withholding
requested information from the CEUI and the Complainants. Case No. SUPP- 12,921 was
initially consolidated with Case No. SPP- 13,771, but on the initial day of hearing on October 29,
1992, the Labor Board separated the cases. Evidence and testimony on SUPP- 12,921 were then
presented at a hearing held on October 29, 1992, January 26, February 1, May 12, October 18,
October 19 and October 21,1993,  January 21, January 25, March 7, May 20 and May 24,1994.
The Labor Board dismissed Case No. SUPP- 12,921 on September 19, 1995 in Decision No.
3335. Evidence and testimony presented during the hearing in Case No. SUPP- 12,92  1 was
admitted for purposes of providing a factual background to the allegations raised in the instant
complaint, Case No. SPP- 13,771.
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evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses and make argument. Post-hearing briefs were
filed by all parties, the last of which was received by the Labor Board on December 11,1995.

Based on the whole record before us, we make the following findings of fact and
conclusions of law and we dismiss the complaint.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Health Center is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2 . The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act, and at all times
relevant to this case has been the exclusive bargaining representbtive  for a bargaining unit
(NP-2)  which includes Qualified Craft Workers and Maintainers employed by the Health Center.

3 . David Amadeo (Amadeo), Charles Brault (Brault), Charles Dickens (Dickens), David
Petrario (Petrario), and Paul Yarincik (Yarincik) were, at all relevant times, employed by the
Health Center as Qualified Craft Workers (“QCWs”) in the Heating, Ventilating, Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration (HVAC/R) area and were, at all such times, members of the
Union.

4 . The HVAC/R area is a part of the Plant Maintenance division of Facilities Operations and
Hospital Maintenance, which also includes Environmental Operations and the Electrical,
Plumbing, Carpentry, Paint and Mechanical Maintenance craft shops. Since approximately 199 1,
Plant Maintenance has been divided into four departments, each headed by a supervisor reporting
to the Director of Plant Maintenance. The departments are Electrical Services, Environmental
Operations, General Maintenance Services, and Mechanical Services, of which HVAC/R is a
part. (Ex. 62).

5 . The Operations department employs numerous Maintainers to oversee and maintain the
physical plant, positions which are less skilled than QCWs  and paid at a lower rate. (Ex. 53,54,
55). The HVAC/R department primarily employs QCWs,  who are capable of performing more
sophisticated and complex repairs to the Health Center’s heating, ventilation, air conditioning
and refrigeration equipment. (Ex. 5 1,52).

6 . Prior to January 7, 1985, the Complainants worked a “non-standard” work week
consisting of 35 hours, plus 5 hours of built-in overtime for shift coverage, which was paid under
the contract as straight time. They maintained a three-shift schedule. Bi-weekly paychecks
reflected the 35 hour weekly pay, while separate checks paid in the intervening weeks reflected
the 5 hour weekly built-in overtime and any additional overtime worked by the employee.

7 . On September 24, 1984, David 0. Elliot (Elliot), then-Associate Director of Facilities
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Management and Operations (FMO)3  at the Health Center, wrote to Timothy Hurlock (Hurlock),
a financial officer in FMO, regarding Elliot’s progress in reducing overtime costs in various
departments at the Health Center for 1983/84.  Elliot discussed a “change in organization,” which
had reduced overtime by assigning Maintainers, who are paid at a lower rate than QCWs,  to
second and third shift positions rather than QCWs.  Elliot stated that the Maintainers’ job
specifications were more flexible than those of QCWs,  and Maintainers could “handle diverse
jobs and at least secure problems until the following day.” Elliott also stated that tasks could be
done by the Maintainers, which “we might have had problems requiring QCW (HVAC/R)
personnel to handle.” (Ex. 15).

8 . On October 1, 1984, Elliot wrote to J.G. Wankerl (Wankerl), Director of Personnel, about
his plan for “Elimination of Built-In Overtime in HVAC/R.” Elliot stated: “With the approval to
refill Maintenance positions in the Operations Departments, we will be able to eliminate the five
hours of built-in overtime on the first shift of the HVAC/R Department. . . To change all but five
senior QCW’s  from 40 hours to 35 hours . . . The five senior QCWs  will be placed on the 35
hour schedule as we refill more vacant maintenance positions.” Elliot asked Wankerl’s advice on
how to make this change “so.that we are not in conflict with the NP-2 contract.” (Ex. 3).

9 . Wankerl asked Elliot about his reasons for proposing the change. Based on Elliot’s
response, Wankerl believed that Elliot was not making the change “primarily to reduce
overtime,” which would have been a violation of Article 18, Section 3(d) of the NP-2 contract.
He then advised Elliot that approval of the schedule change should be sought from the State
Director of Personnel and Labor Relations. Wankerl also suggested initiating discussions with
the Union about the change, because it would result in the loss of overtime for some employees.

10. The proposed change in the HVAC/R work schedule was approved by the State Office of
Labor Relations on or about October 17, 1984, and the Union was notified by Wankerl on or
about November 19, 1984. (Ex. 4,5,6,61).

11. On November 19, 1984, Elliot notified Brault, Petrario, Yarincik and Amadeo that,
effective January 7, 1985, their schedules would be changed from 40 hours to 35 hours, Monday
through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., with ‘/z  hour for lunch. They were advised that the
“operations crew,” who were Maintainers, would stay on a 40-hour schedule until vacant
Maintainers positions were filled, and, in the interim, selected volunteer QCWs  would be used to
cover these positions. (Ex. 1).

12. On December 10, 1984, the Union filed a grievance, which it designated as “CEUI C-
708”, protesting the “unfair work schedule change” referenced in Finding 11 above. (Ex. 2).
Although discussions were held between the Union and the Health Center regarding this

3 Since 1991, the division has been designated as Facilities Operations and Hospital
Engineering. (Ex. 62).
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grievance at least until March of 1986, the grievance was never settled, withdrawn or filed for
arbitration, and the work schedules of the QCWs in HVAC/R remained as set forth in Elliot’s
November 19,1984  memorandum.

13. In April of 1990, Yarincik questioned the CEUI’s then-contract and grievance
administrator, Steven Perruccio (Perruccio) regarding the status of grievance C-708. Perruccio
replied that he did not know, and his subsequent inquiry into Union records yielded no
satisfactory answer. Although Perruccio informed the Complainants that C-708 had been
resolved pursuant to the Grievance Alternative Settlement Procedure implemented sometime
during the period 1984 to 1987, in fact C-708 had been “dead filed” and microfilmed by the
Union sometime in 1989.

14. On May 4, 1990, Yarincik, Dickens, Amadeo, Brault and Richard Czernicki (then an
HVAC/R employee) filed a prohibited practice complaint (Case No. SUPP- 12,92  1) alleging a
breach of the Union’s duty of fair representation based on its alleged failure to pursue the
Complainants’ grievances regarding the schedule change that occurred in 1984. (Ex. 10). The
Labor Board dismissed the complaint in Decision No. 3335, issued September 19, 1995.4

15. As a result of the Health Center’s reorganization in 1984-85, the schedule change and the
loss of overtime opportunities for the HVAC/R QCWs  to the Operations Maintainers, an ongoing
conflict has developed and existed between the HVAC/R and Environmental Operations
departments regarding the proper division of labor, adversely affecting morale in the HVAC/R
shop. As a result of the continuing controversy, the Complainants renewed their filing of
grievances regarding the distribution of overtime for the QCWs  in HVAC/R, starting in April of
1990.

16. Daniel Penney (Penney) assumed Elliot’s responsibilities when he became the Director of
Facilities Operations and Hospital Engineering at the Health Center after Elliot’s departure in
July of 1986.

17. Since 1990, James R. Conley (Conley) has been the Director of Plant Management,
reporting to Penney. Conley has not been a member of CEUI since approximately 1984.

18. Tom McMahon (McMahon) is a Maintenance Supervisor II and has held that position
since approximately 1984. Since 1990, McMahon has reported to Conley, his direct supervisor.
Between 1984 and 1992, McMahon supervised both the first shift in the Environmental
Operations department, as well as the entire HVAC/R department. (Ex. 12). In May, 1992,
McMahon began to supervise Environmental Operations only.

19. At all relevant times herein, McMahon was a member of CEUI and a member of the

4 See footnote 2, supra.
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Complainants’ bargaining unit.

20. In May of 1992, Tom Gaffey (Gaffey) was hired at the Health Center as a Mechanical
Services Coordinator, also reporting directly to Conley. In this capacity, Gaffey was directly
responsible for supervising the employees in the HVAC/R  area. (Ex. 62). Gaffey was a union
member and union steward, but not of CEUI.

21. The Health Center offers various work-related training programs for all departments,
including HVACR The training available to I-IVACYR employees includes outside classroom
training sponsored by either the Health Center or the Union, required safety training, and training
provided by the vendor or manufacturer when a new piece of equipment is installed.

22. There is no written policy regarding the distribution of training opportunities. Individual
supervisors are responsible for determining if and when employees require training, consistent
with the Health Center’s operational needs. Employee training files are maintained by Penney,
but no such files were introduced into evidence.

23. When only one employee receives a particular type of training, that employee is expected
to train the other personnel in the department.

24. Candidates for promotion or transfer are evaluated based upon qualifications, experience,
training and, to a certain degree, seniority. Conley makes most hiring decisions in HVACR In
determining which employee should be promoted or transferred, Conley often accepts the
recommendation from the direct supervisor regarding the employee most qualified for the job.

25. The Health Center has no policy in effect regarding docking an employee’s pay for late
arrival to work. The practice of docking pay for tardiness varies by division.

26. The overtime opportunities available to employees in HVAC/R  fall into two categories,
voluntary or mandatory. Voluntary overtime includes both scheduled overtime, for work that
cannot be completed during normally scheduled hours, and call-in overtime, which is triggered
when an emergency situation occurs off-hours.

27. When voluntary scheduled overtime becomes available, a sign-up sheet is posted in the
HVAC/R  shop. Employees interested in working the overtime indicate their availability on the
sign-up sheet. (Ex. 104).

28. Emergency call-in overtime opportunities are generated from the Environmental
Operations department, which is staffed by three shifts around the clock. When an emergency
arises, necessitating call-in overtime, the Environmental Operationsdepartment’s console
operator contacts either QCWs  or Maintainers (depending on the type of work to be performed)
from an overtime rotation list.
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29. In accordance with the NP-2  contract, the employee  contacted first  for emergency  call-in
overtime  should  be the employee  who has worked the least amount  of overtime  during  the
current  six-month  equalization  period. At the beginning  of each six-month  period, emergency
call-in  is initially offered  on the basis  of seniority.

30. If an employee  is contacted for emergency call-in  overtime  and refuses the work, the
refusal  is counted towards the total number  of hours offered for purposes of overtime
equalization  in each six-month  period.

31. Overall,  Complainants  worked fewer overtime  hours than other QCWs  in the HVAC/R
shop between 1990-l  994.  (Exs. 106A-J,  107A-  C). It is not clear from this record  to what
extent  the Complainants’  total overtime  hours worked during  this  time  period were  affected  by a
lack of available  overtime  opportunities  or by the Complainants’  refusal  of available  overtime.
Since the 1985  reorganization,  Operations  employees  typically  have had more overtime
opportunities  than HVAC/R QCWs.

32. On  April  27,  1990,  the Complainants  filed  a grievance  seeking  compensation  for
overtime  lost since the initial  November  19,  1984  schedule  change. The grievance  was denied at
Step  I by Conley on the grounds that  I-IVACYR  and Operations  were two separate functions  and
that  overtime  distribution  was being  distributed  equally  among employees  with similar  skills and
duties within  each group. Although  no appeal  to Step  II appears  to have been taken, the
grievance  was again  denied at Step  III.  The grievance  was not appealed to arbitration.  (Ex. 9).

33. Also in April  of  1990,  another  grievance  regarding  equalization  of all future overtime
between the QCWs  and the HVAC/R Maintainers  was filed  by Complainants.  The Union
processed this grievance  to arbitration.  The arbitrator  denied the grievance  on September 12,
1991,  finding  that  the Maintainers  and the QCWs  did not have “similar  skills and duties” for
purposes of Article  18,  Section 8 concerning  overtime  equalization.  (Ex. 12).

34. On  December  3 1,  1990,  the Union filed  an institutional  grievance’  seeking equal
distribution  of overtime  among the qualified  volunteers  in the HVAC/R department.  (Ex. 63).

35. On  January 2,  1991,  the Complainants  filed  a grievance  at Step  I, alleging  that  overtime
records were not posted and properly maintained,  and that  the Complainants  had been  denied
overtime  as a result  of  their prior  protests against  management’s  unfair  distribution  of  overtime.
On  February 27,  1991,  Nancy Neumann  (Neumann),  Director  of Labor Relations,  issued  a Step
II remedy that  required  overtime  equalization  records  to be posted in the HVAC/R shop;
voluntary  overtime  in HVAC/R to be offered to QCWs  in a relatively  equal manner; and

5 Although  the grievance  was  filed  on behalf  of a “class” of employees,  in fact it
was the five Complainants  who were specifically  challenging  the equitable  distribution  of
overtime  among the QCWs  in HVACYR.
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voluntary overtime to be offered first to the five grievants (Complainants in the instant case) until
each grievant had been offered up to seventy hours of overtime. For the purposes of the remedy,
any overtime that was offered and refused by any grievant was to be charged as if worked for
equalization purposes. (Ex. 65). The December 3 1,199O  grievance referenced in Finding 34
was likewise settled on March 27,199l  with the identical remedy as that issued on February 27,
199 1, awarding the Complainants’ seventy hours of overtime. (Ex. 63).

36. On January 16, 199 1, McMahon issued a counseling notice to Amadeo alleging that
Amadeo could not be found at the job site for a certain period of time during the work day. (Ex.
66). This counseling notice was the first one that Amadeo had ever received during his
employment at the Health Center.

On January 28, 1991, Amadeo filed a grievance at Step I regarding the counseling notice.
g. 68).

38. On February 7, 1991, Conley published a notice advising QCW employees that he was
seeking a qualified electrician to fill a QCW vacancy in the Electrical Shop. Interested
employees were to contact Conley in writing no later than February 15, 199 1. (Ex. 71). No one
indicated interest in the position.

39. After receiving no response regarding the vacant position, Conley spoke with Neumann,
to seek her recommendation on an appropriate candidate for the vacancy. Neumann
recommended Yarincik because Yarincik held a master electrician S-l contractor’s license and
had worked at the Health Center as an electrician. Conley believed that Yarincik was a better
electrician than any of the other QCWs  in HVACR

40. Stanley Funk, a licensed electrician working second shift in the Electrical Shop, was also
eligible for the vacancy. Conley decided not to transfer Funk, however, because that would
create a vacancy*in the less desirable second shift that he would then be required to fill.

41. Conley reviewed the section of the NP-2 contract regarding involuntary transfers and
discussed the requirements of the section with Neumann before he transferred Yarincik to the
Electrical Shop.

42. On February 28, 1991, Conley advised Yarincik that he would be involuntarily
transferred from HVACX  to the Electrical Shop on March 22, 1991 to fill the position. (Ex. 72).

43. McMahon was opposed to Yarincik’s transfer to the Electrical Shop.

44. Although it was Conley’s decision to transfer Yarincik to the Electrical Shop, Penney was
aware of the reassignment before Yarincik received notification of the transfer.

45. When Conley issued the February 28, 1991 memorandum to Yarincik, he had forgotten
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about Yarincik’s previous involuntary transfer to the Electrical Shop in 1984, the subsequent
grievance by Yarincik, and the Step II settlement of the grievance. (Ex. 17).6

46. Conley was aware that Yarincik had been awarded seventy hours of overtime pursuant to
the settlement agreement referenced in Finding 35 when he transferred Yarincik to the Electrical
Shop. Conley was not aware that Yarincik’s transfer would deny him the seventy hours of
overtime work in HVAUR.

47. On March 5, 1991, Yarincik filed a grievance at Step I regarding his involuntary transfer
to the Electrical Shop. (Ex. 73). In an attempt to settle the grievance, Neumann suggested that
the parties enter into a stipulated agreement whereby Yarincik would be offered seventy hours of
overtime in the HVAC/R shop in accordance with the settlement agreement. Yarincik refused to
accept the agreement. (Ex. 73). The grievance eventually went to arbitration, where it was
upheld. (See Finding 61).

48.. Penney did not monitor whether the grievance settlement regarding the seventy hours of
overtime was properly implemented, but rather assigned the task to Conley. Conley, in turn,
delegated the responsibility of ensuring that the Complainants received seventy hours of
overtime opportunity to McMahon, who supervised both HVAC/R and Environmental
Operations at that time. McMahon did not take any affirmative action with respect to ensuring
that overtime was equalized among the HVAC/R employees in 1990-l 991 other than to institute
a new form on which to track overtime.

49. On April 8, 1991, Dickens and Petrario were logged in by the console operator (who
happened to be McMahon’s  second cousin) at the Health Center as arriving ten minutes late for a
scheduled overtime assignment. McMahon decided, after advising Conley of his intentions, to
dock their pay for the ten minutes they were allegedly tardy.

50. On May 9, 199 1, Neumann denied Amadeo’s counseling grievance referenced in Finding
37, concluding that since a counseling notice is a corrective, not a disciplinary, action, Article 17
of the contract was not violated. (Ex. 68).

51. On May 16, 199 1, Dickens and Petrario filed individual grievances regarding their
docked pay. (Exs. 77,78).  The grievances were resolved when the Health Center paid them for
the period of time for which they had been docked.

52. On July 17, 199 1, the parties entered into a stipulated agreement in which Amadeo
withdrew his grievance regarding his counseling notice and the Health Center agreed to amend
the counseling notice for clarification purposes and place the amended notice in the supervisor’s

6 See State of Connecticut, UConn  Health Center, Decision No. 3335 (1995),
Findings of Fact 6,7,  8.
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file, rather than in Amadeo’s personnel file. (Ex. 69). On July 19, 1991, McMahon issued a
revised counseling notice to Amadeo. (Ex. 70).

53. In July, 1991, the Health Center developed furlough lists, designating certain employees
as “essential” and therefore not subject to furlough. All other employees were considered
“nonessential,” and thus subject to furlough. None of the Complainants were designated as
essential employees on the initial furlough lists. (Exs. 79, SO). Neither Conley or Penney could
recall who prepared the initial furlough lists or who was responsible for designating employees
as “essential” or “nonessential”. McMahon was not involved in developing the furlough lists but
wrote down the names of “essential” employees as provided by Conley during a supervisors’
meeting. On these subsequent lists, Petrario was initially designated as an “essential” employee
in HVAC/R, but was then removed from the list and was replaced by Czernicki, Barron,
Dickens, Yandow, McMahon, and Mele. (Exs. 109-l 11).

54. On July 17,lS and 19,199 1,  McMahon assigned Petrario and Dickens to work on the
cooling tower at the Health Center. (Ex. 76). The cooling tower at the Health Center is a large
piece of HVAC/R equipment (approximately 15-l 8 feet high) which requires annual preventative
maintenance preparatory to the warmer summer weather. (Ex. 75). Such work is customarily
performed in the spring of each year by HVAC/R QCWs.

55. Due to the high temperature, humidity and bright sunshine on those days in July, Petrario
and Dickens wore shorts, sunglasses, and hats to perform the work, instead of the usual HVAC/R
uniform. However, McMahon ordered them to wear the full uniform, including long pants, in
accordance with the written uniform policy. Petrario and Dickens expressed concern that they
would suffer heat stroke if forced to wear pants.

56. Immediately thereafter, Petrario and Dickens met with Conley to discuss the situation.
Both McMahon and a Union representative were present. Conley advised the parties that
Petrario and Dickens could wear shorts while performing the work, but were required to wear the
regular uniform when they entered the building.

57. On August 9, 199 1, Yarincik filed a grievance at Step I regarding a counseling letter he
had received on August 6, 1991 for working too slowly. (Ex. 89). Conley denied the grievance
at Step I. There is no additional evidence on the record regarding the outcome of this grievance.

58. In November, 199 1, Petrario and Jeff Oliver (Oliver), an I-IVAC/R  apprentice, were
performing work assigned by McMahon. Without Petrario’s knowledge, Oliver unlocked a set of
doors which exposed unsuspecting persons to a straight drop of fifteen feet. While the two men
were on break, an Occupational Safety and Health inspector noticed the unsecured doors and
cited the Health Center for an unsafe condition. Conley spoke to Petrario and Oliver about the
situation, and Oliver advised Conley that Petrario did not know that the doors had been left
unlocked. Nevertheless, Conley recommended discipline for the incident. (See Finding 63).
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59. In March, 1992, the Health Center posted a notice regarding two Maintenance Supervisor
1 (MS-l) positions available in HVAC/R and a third MS-1 position available in the Electrical
Shop. In order to qualify for the positions, an applicant had to have five years experience in the
trade area indicated, two years at the QCW level or higher. A state license was not required.
The position was considered “competitive”, thus requiring an applicant to take and pass the state
civil service exam for the position. (Ex. 84).

60. Petrario had taken the state civil service exam prior to the March, 1992 posting and had
received a passing score of 84. (Ex. 116). The exam results were due to expire on August
22, 1992. Petrario also possessed a contractor’s license in Heating and Cooling. (Ex. 115).
However, Petrario did not apply for the MS-l positions in March of 1992 because he believed
that Conley was angry at him and, therefore, would not give him the job.

61. On February 18, 1992, Conley advised Yarincik via a written memorandum that he was
reinstated to the HVAC/R shop effective immediately, pursuant to an arbitration award which
found that Yarincik’s transfer was not in accordance with the NP-2 contract. (Exs. 73,74).

62. After Yarincik was reinstated in the HVAC/R shop, Conley sought to fill the vacancy in
the Electrical Shop, but was unable to do so because of a hiring freeze in place at the time.
When the hiring freeze was over, Conley filled the position.

63. On or about February 28, 1992, Conley delivered to Petrario a letter from Neumann
notifying Petrario that a hearing had been scheduled to hear a recommendation for his
disciplinary suspension. (Ex. 113). When he arrived at the hearing, Petrario learned for the first
time that the disciplinary hearing involved the incident referred to in Finding 58. He also learned
at that time that Conley had recommended discipline for the incident. Petrario explained to
Neumann at the hearing that he was not responsible for leaving the doorsunlocked. Petrario
never received any further information regarding the outcome of the hearing. Petrario was not
disciplined for this incident.

64. When Gaffey was hired as the supervisor of HVACR  on May 29;  1992, Dickens,
Amadeo, Brault and Yarincik had not yet been offered seventy hours of overtime each in
accordance with the grievance settlements referenced in Finding 35; Petrario had been offered
his seventy hours. (Exs. 107A,  107B). Amadeo and Brault had been on extended Worker’s
Compensation absences between March of 1991 and June of 1992. Yarincik had only returned in
February of 1992 to HVAC/R after his involuntary transfer.

65. At the start of every six month period, the overtime records returned to “0 hours” for
equalization purposes. With the commencement of the six-month period beginning on July 1,
1992, Gaffey did not return the Complainants overtime hours to “0 hours” in order to better track
the Complainants’ seventy hours of overtime to comply with the grievance settlements
referenced in Finding 35 above.
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66. Gaffey maintained an overtime log for each QCW employee, including the Complainants,
that reflected the overtime hours worked and refused for equalization purposes. (Ex.  92). Gaffey
updated these lists approximately every two weeks during each six-month equalization period.
The updated lists were then given to the Environmental Operations supervisor, who was
supposed to utilize the lists when placing calls for voluntary overtime.

67. The Complainants protested to Gaffey that the Environmental Operations console
operator was only letting the telephone ring once when placing calls to the Complainants to offer
overtime; before the Complainants could answer the phone, the party had already hung up. The
employee’s unavailability was then registered as a refusal to work on the overtime logs.

68. Gaffey suggested to McMahon that the Environmental Operations console operator let
the phone ring at least three times before registering it as a refusal to work, and to initial the call-
in sheet accordingly. Neither Gaffey nor McMahon ensured that Gaffey’s suggestion was
followed. The overtime records maintained by the Environmental Operations department
indicate only a sporadic compliance with Gaffey’s suggestion. (Exs.  86, 104).

69. On July 2, 1992, the Union filed an institutional grievance at Step I alleging that overtime
was not being equalized in accordance with the contract and was not being posted. The
grievance was denied at Steps I and II. A Step III response was issued on June 14, 1993 which
stated that records indicated that the Complainants had been afforded the seventy hours of
overtime. (Ex. 91). The grievance eventually proceeded to arbitration. On June 15, 1995, the
Arbitrator sustained the grievance and found that the Employer’s “phoned, no answer” system of
charging employees for overtime violated Article 18, Section 8 of the NP-2 contract. (Ex. 12 1).

70. On July 2, 1992, McMahon was advised of available training regarding higher level
operations on the Carrier EMS computer, offered by the manufacturer. The training was targeted
for the supervisor/manager level, but McMahon was permitted to allow other staff members to
attend the training. (Ex. 119). On August 4, 1992, Richard Czernicki attended seven hours of
off-site training on the Carrier EMS computer system. (Ex. 120). He was the only QCW in
HVACYR  to receive this training off-site; the record is unclear whether this training was offered
to any of the other QCW’s.

71. In July, 1992, the Health Center reposted the Maintenance Supervisor 1 (MS-l) positions
that were first posted in March. The positions now required applicants to possess an HVACYR
license. (Ex. 114).

72. On July 3 1, 1992, Petrario applied for the MS- 1 positions. On the application, Petrario
indicated his preference for the first-shift position. (Ex. 115). Conley advised Petrario that
Conley would not fill the positions until every employee interested in the MS-l positions had
been given an opportunity to take the requisite state exam.

73. On August 7, 1992, Petrario filed a grievance at Step I on behalf of himself and the
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Complainants alleging that the Health Center was unfairly denying them access to training
opportunities in violation of the NP-2 contract. The grievance was denied at Steps I and III. (Ex.
8 1). The grievance was not brought to arbitration. Conley was aware that the Complainants had
previously complained about the available training opportunities.

74. At some point, the Health Center offered Dickens special training in conjunction with an
apprenticeship program. Dickens withdrew from the program early, which disappointed Penney.

75. Yarincik estimated that he had received only fifty percent of the training he had
requested. Yarincik’s lack of training in certain areas has not affected the amount of overtime
which has been offered to him, but he has refused certain overtime due to his concern that his
lack of knowledge might compromise safety. In 1991, Conley requested training for himself,
but his request was denied. In 1993, two of Gaffey’s requests for training were denied.

76. On August 10, 1992, Yarincik filed a grievance at Step I alleging that the Health Center
had unfairly assigned the Complainants to work outside of their job specifications by requiring
them to change the oil on certain equipment. The grievance was sustained in part at Step III
insofar as the QCWs  in HVAC/R had been required to change oil as a “separate and lone
function.” However, when an HVAC/R QCW performs a complete preventative maintenance
job which may include multiple high level skill functions, the changing of oil as an element of
the job would be considered “de minimis”  and a recognized element in the completion of the job.
(Ex. 95).

77. In September, 1992, the Health Center again posted the available MS- 1 positions. (Ex.
117).

78. Because the results of Petrario’s last exam had expired in August of 1992, Petrario took
the exam again and received a score of 83, which placed him second on the list Czernicki
scored the highest at 84. Yarincik scored 74 points, Amadeo scored 73 points, and Shawn
Nedjoika (Nedjoika) and David Casella (Casella) both scored 71 points. (Ex. 118).

79. Meanwhile, Conley, in consultation with McMahon,  temporarily placed Czemicki in the
first-shift MS-l position, Casella in the second-shift position, and Petrario in the third-shift
position pending the results of the exam. Just prior to these temporary appointments, Czemicki
and Petrario were working as first-shift QCWs  and Casella was working as a second-shift QCW.
Upon the issuance of the exam results in March of 1993, these temporary assignments became
permanent.

80. Since approximately 1992, Yarincik applied for four MS-l positions and one.Mechanical
Coordinator position, but did receive any of these positions. In each case, Yarincik was told that
a more qualified candidate was selected. For example, Gary Donati, a QCW in the Electrical
Shop, was promoted to MS-l in that shop over Yarincik, even though Donati did not possess a
master electrician license like Yarincik. Donati’s supervisor, Sal Chrisafulli, recommended
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Donati for the position, in part due to his supervisory experience in running the shop in
Chrisafulli’s absence. Nedjoika and Casella were promoted to MS-l positions over Yarincik,
even though Yarincik had scored slightly higher than either of them on the civil service exam.
(Ex. 118). In September of 1992, Czernicki and Barron were assigned HVAC/R supervisory
responsibilities in Gaffey’s ,absence,  even though Yarincik had more seniority than Barron. (Ex.
88). These duties were later also assigned to Levesque and Dickens.

81. In early January, 1993, Gaffey was advised by the Office of Labor Relations to post the
scheduled overtime list and to personally page or call a QCW over the intercom to determine
whether the employee wanted to work the scheduled overtime and then make the appropriate
notation on the list.

82. On January 5, 1993 and January 25,1993,  Gaffey advised Dickens that his absenteeism
was excessive. Gaffey did not warn Dickens that he would be required to bring in a medical
certificate if his absenteeism continued.

83. On January 20, 1993, Gaffey and McMahon distributed a memo to all Environmental
Operations and HVAC/R personnel regarding the “excessive amount of time [spent] handling
finger pointing incidents and other complaints between the HVAC and Operations staff.” The
memo indicated that legitimate complaints regarding work assignments or other employees must
be submitted in writing to the appropriate supervisor (i.e., Gaffey or McMahon). The memo
went on to state that “[flinger pointing, complaining and general griping that is not reduced to
writing and is not work related does not belong in the work place” and that “[alppropriate
corrective actions will be taken if this non productive [sic] behavior continues during work
time.” (Ex. 105).

84. On February 2, 1993, Dickens was-absent. Thereafter, Gaffey required Dickens to bring
in a medical certificate regarding his absence. (Ex. 96). Gaffey had never before required
Dickens to bring in a medical certificate.

85. On February 9, 1993, Yarincik was assigned to repair a leaking condensation pump. In
order to remove the pump and bring it back to the shop for repair, it was necessary to disconnect
three or four electrical wires. Gaffey instructed Yarincik to disconnect the wires, rather than
require another employee from the Electrical Shop to do it.

86. On February 19, 1993, Dickens filed a grievance at Step I regarding the medical
certificate requirement. The parties resolved the grievance by entering into a Stipulated
Agreement on October 26, 1993, in which the Union agreed to withdraw Dickens’ grievance and
the Health Center agreed to withdraw the medical certificate requirement for Dickens. (Ex. 96).

87. On March 11, 1993, Yarincik filed a grievance at Step I protesting the assignment
referenced in Finding 85 above as involving duties that did not fall within his job specifications.
(Ex. 97A). The grievance was denied at all three steps, and thereafter proceeded to arbitration.
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The arbitrator found that the work that had been required of Yarincik fell within his job
specifications and dismissed the grievance. The arbitrator further found no evidence of an
unequivocal past practice of referring such incidental electrical work to the Electrical Shop. (Ex.
97B).

88. On March 23, 1993, CEUI filed an institutional grievance regarding the employer’s
failure to evenly distribute overtime in violation of the NP-2 contract. The grievance was denied
at Step III, on the basis that the Union’s proposed method for equalizing overtime “most
certainly would not provide any equity in overtime opportunity”.7 (Ex. 98).

89. On August 10, 1993, Amadeo injured his right shoulder and returned to work with light
duty restrictions on August 11, 1993. At that time, three other HVAC/R QCWs  were also on
restricted duty, including Frank Yandow, whose physical restrictions precluded him from
performing work in Housekeeping. Gaffey conferred with both Conley and Lionel Thompson in
Housekeeping before temporarily transferring Amadeo to perform light duty work in the
Housekeeping department, including mopping, sweeping hallways, and cleaning windows, which
fell within Amadeo’s physical restrictions. Once light duty work became available in HVAC/R,
Gaffey transferred Amadeo back to the HVAC/R shop.

90. On September 15, 1993, Amadeo filed a grievance at Step I concerning his temporary
transfer to Housekeeping. The grievance was denied at all three steps and there is no evidence
that it was brought to arbitration. (Ex. 99).

91. On December 7, 1993, Gaffey assigned Amadeo, who was still on light duty, to lift
panels for the electricians who were working on electrically powered HVAC/R equipment.

92. On December 2 1, 1993 Amadeo filed a grievance at Step I alleging that the assignment of
work referenced in Finding 9 1 fell outside of his job specifications. (Ex. 100). The grievance
was denied at all three steps and there is no evidence that it was brought to arbitration.

93. On January 20, 1994, CEUI filed an institutional grievance alleging that the employer
was continuing to fail to equalize overtime. (Ex. 101). Gaffey believed that the grievance was
awaiting arbitration as of January 9, 1995.

94. In early 1994, Petrario laterally transferred to the HVAC/R shop as a first-shift MS-l.
Gaffey and Conley both conducted Petrario’s interview, and both made the decision to transfer
Petrario to the position.

95. At the time of the interview, and when Gaffey recommended Petrario for the ‘position,

7 The Step III response indicated receipt of a letter from CEUI Staff Representative
Jay Hickey, which was not submitted into evidence.
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Gaffey was aware that Petrario had filed the instant complaint with the Labor Board. Petrario
was the first MS-1 to be assigned to the HVACYR  shop since Gaffey’s arrival in the department.

96. As a Maintenance Supervisor 1 in HVAC/R, Petrario assumed responsibility over the
assignment of overtime for the HVAC/R employees. Although Gaffey instructed Petrario as to
the method used to distribute overtime among HVACYR  employees, Petrario implemented
changes to the overtime distribution system during the proceedings in the instant matter without
first discussing the issue with Gaffey. As a result of this action by Petrario, Gaffey felt that they
did not have a good working relationship.

97. Because Environmental Operations staffs three shifts, there are overtime opportunities for
supervisors in that division that do not exist in the HVACYR  division. McMahon therefore has
access to supervisory overtime opportunities in Operations that supervisors in HVACYR  do not
have.

98. Because there are no overtime opportunities for supervisors in HVAC/R  as there are in
Environmental Operations, Petrario sought to rotate overtime with Maintenance Supervisor l’s
in Environmental Operations after he became an MS-l in HVAC/R. Gaffey spoke with Conley
about the matter, who indicated that as an MS-l in HVACIR Petrario was precluded from
working overtime in that capacity for other departments.

99. On March 2 1, 1994, Petrario filed a grievance at Step I protesting the Health Center’s
failure to equalize Petrario’s overtime with all other Maintenance Supervisor 1s. The grievance
was denied at Steps I and II because overtime had been properly equalized within each job group.
(Ex. 102). Gaffey believed the grievance was awaiting arbitration as of January 9, 1995.

100. On April 12, 1994, CEUI filed a grievance concerning the Health Center’s failure to post
the overtime list in accordance with the NP-2 contract. The overtime list in HVACYR  would, on
occasion, mysteriously disappear. The grievance was resolved at Step II when Gaffey posted the
overtime list on the inside of the window in his office, facing out, so that the list was always
available even when the office was locked. (Ex. 103).

101. On May 26, 1994, a day after a Labor Board hearing in the instant case, Gaffey told
Petrario to inform the QCWs  in the HVACYR  shop of a change to their long-established lunch
schedule. Specifically, rather than all employees taking one lunch break from 12:00 to 12:30, as
the shop had done for a number of years, half the shop was now required to take their break from
12:00 noon to 12:30  p.m., and the other half from 12:30  p.m. to 1:00 p.m. The schedule change
resulted from Gaffey’s inability to locate QCWs  during the lunch break in the event of an
emergency. Although QCWs  were assigned beepers, there was no written policy requiring
QCWs  to wear their beepers during their lunch breaks. However, Paul Levesque generally wore
his beeper and as a result regularly responded to emergency work during his lunch period. Due
to this inequity and Gaffey’s overall concern about lack of coverage during lunch, Gaffey
decided to change the lunch schedule. Gaffey did not suggest that employees carry beepers to



avoid the need for the schedule change. Gaffey consulted with Conley prior to implementing the
change. When he made the schedule change, Gaffey was aware that certain QCWs  had
historically taken their lunch break from noon to 12:30  p.m. and, further, that the Complainants
had habitually used their lunch period as a meeting time.

102. Petrario informed the employees in writing of the lunch schedule change, and indicated
therein that he was ordered to implement the change by Gaffey. Gaffey signed off on the memo
in order to protect Petrario. Dickens, Yarincik, Petrario and Amadeo all signed up for the 12:00
to 12:30  lunch break. (Ex. 108).

103. Conley believed that the Complainants were “unhappy people” while they worked under
McMahon due to the separation between Environmental Operations and HVAUR.

104. Conley was aware that the HVAC/R division generated more grievances than other
departments.

105. When Gaffey was hired in 1992, Conley advised Gaffey that managing the HVAUR
shop was difficult due to the conflict caused by the 1984-1985 reorganization. Conley also
advised Gaffey that productivity in the HVAC/R shop was not up to standards. Conley also
spoke in complimentary terms about the Complainants.

106. Gaffey testified that the Complainants could be “difficult” to deal with at times.

107. The reorganization and ensuing grievances and Labor Board complaints resulted in the
deterioration of personal friendships between Health Center personnel, including the friendship
between Conley and Yarincik, who had worked together as QCW electricians in the HVAC/R
shop starting in 1974. Yarincik never discussed the grievances with Conley. Conley expressed a
concern to Petrario, upon his return to the Health Center after a transfer, that Yarincik was a
possible bad influence in HVAUR.

108. Although McMahon and Yarincik had been friends since childhood, their friendship
ended when McMahon was promoted in 1982. In particular, McMahon disliked Yarincik, due
to, in McMahon’s opinion, Yarincik’s “bad attitude” since approximately 199 1.

109. Subsequent to 1990, the friendship between McMahon and Dickens also deteriorated to
the point where McMahon poked Dickens in the chest and told him to stay away from Yarincik.
McMahon also called Dickens a “candy ass” when Dickens listened to Yarincik regarding a
safety procedure. According to McMahon, the friendship finally ended in 1991 when McMahon’
questioned Dickens about his decision to meet with an attorney about the grievances and
complaints.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Act prohibits an employer from discriminating or retaliating against employees for
their participation in protected concerted activity.

2 . In this case, the following actions by the employer did not constitute discrimination or
retaliation against the Complainants: 1) the involuntary transfer of Yarincik; 2) the counseling
notices issued to Amadeo and Yarincik; 3) the docking of Dickens’ and Petrario’s pay; 4)
requiring Dickens to provide a medical certificate; 5) the investigation into the possible safety
violation committed by Petrario; 6) the method of distributing overtime opportunities, including
the provision of seventy hours of overtime opportunity to the Complainants; 7) the distribution of
training opportunities; 8) Amadeo’s light duty assignment; 9) assigning Yarincik to change oil
and remove electrical wires; 10) requiring Petrario and Dickens to wear uniforms while working
on the cooling tower; 11) the method by which the Health Center promoted or transferred
HVAC/R employees; 12) the designation of employees as “essential” for purposes of furlough;
and 13) dividing lunch breaks.

DISCUSSION

We are asked to determine in this case whether the State retaliated and/or discriminated
against individual members of the Union for their participation in protected, concerted activity,
in violation of the Act. Specifically, the Union has alleged that, starting in 1990 and continuing
throughout 1994, the Health Center discriminated and retaliated against bargaining unit members
David Amadeo, Charles Bra&,  Charles Dickens, David Petrario and Paul Yarincik (the
“Complainants”) by: 1) involuntarily transferring Yarincik out of HVAC/R in 1991 after the
issuance of a grievance settlement agreement in favor of the Complainants; 2) pursuing unfair
disciplinary actions against Complainants; 3) providing unequal overtime opportunities to
Complainants; 4) refusing to abide by grievance settlements and/or arbitration awards;* 5)
failing to support or enforce equal treatment of Complainants and to afford opportunities equal to
other QCW HVAC/R  employees or employees in facilities management; 6) requiring
Complainants to perform unsuitable work or work outside of their job description; 7) failing to
provide training and advancement opportunities to Complainants; 8) passing over and refusing
promotional opportunities to Complainants; 9) failing to place most of Complainants on
essential personnel lists, despite their senior status and skill level, thereby exposing
Complainants to involuntary furlough; and 10) arbitrarily altering and dividing lunch breaks one
day after a Labor Board hearing.

8 Although the failure to abide by a valid grievance settlement or an arbitration
award may constitute an independent violation of the Act, this allegation was not pursued by the
Union or Complainants as a separate and distinct violation of the Act.
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It is well-established that $ 5-272(a) of the Act prohibits an employer from discriminating
against or threatening an employee because the employee has engaged in union or other
protected activity. We have previously summarized the proper method of analysis applied to
such cases in Torrington Board ofEducation, Decision No. 3204 (1994):

“Where a complainant alleges that employees were discriminated against in their
employment because of activity on behalf of a Union, the complainant has the initial
burden of proving that the discriminatory action was taken because of these protected
activities, or at least that the protected activities were a substantial factor in bringing
about the adverse actions. Connecticut Yankee Catering Co., Inc. Decision No. 160 1
(1977). Using an analytical framework such as is found in Wright Line, 25 1 NLRB
1083, 105 LRRM 1169 (1980); enforced, 622 F. 2d 899 (1st Cir. 1981); cert. denied, 455
U.S. 989, 102 S. Ct. 1612, we determine first whether a complainant has established a
prima facie case of discrimination. Once the prima facie case is established, we then
determine whether the employer has established an affirmative defense thereto. Town of
Greenwich, Decision No. 2257 (1983),  afsd O’brien  v. State’Board  of Labor ‘Relations,
8 Corm. App. 57 (1986); and Town of Windsor Locks, Decision No. 2836 (1990),
appealed on other grounds, afsd Police Department of the Town of Win&or Locks v.
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, et al., 225 Conn. 297 (1993); SherifSs
Department Fairfield County, Decision No. 3 106-B (1993).

A prima facie case includes proof that 1) the employee engaged in protected, concerted
activities, 2) the employer had knowledge of those activities, and 3) the employer
harbored anti-union animus. See She+@? Department Fairfield County, Decision No.
3 106-B (1993),  citing Hardin,  Developing Labor Law, Third Ed. (1992)  at p. 194.”

On the basis of the record before us, we conclude that the Union has failed to meet its
burden of proof in this case. As to the first prong of the prima facie case outlined above, the
Complainants herein were actively involved throughout 1990-l 994 in filing a variety of
grievances and prohibited practice complaints. The processing of grievances in accordance with
a collective bargaining agreement clearly constitutes protected conduct. -Town  of East Windsor,
Decision No. 3238 (1994). In fact, the Complainants protested the Health Center’s actions on a
variety of issues through the contractual grievance and arbitration process on a fairly regular
basis. The Complainants were openly involved in these grievances.  As a result, the
Complainants’ supervisors, Gaffey, McMahon, Conley and Penney, were well aware of these
grievances and complaints, and of the Complainants’ involvement, even if they were unable to
recall the specific timing or subject matter of particular grievances.

Thus, the remaining question is whether the Union sustained its burden of proof with
respect to the third element of the prima facie case, namely that the employer harbored anti-union
animus. In this case, we find no direct evidence on the record of anti-union animus by the
employer’s agents. At best, the Union offers examples of “ill feeling” towards the Complainants
and the breakdown in personal relationships between Conley and McMahon and certain of the
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Complainants. Specifically, Dickens testified that McMahon, a former personal friend, told him
to stay away from Yarincik and called him a “candy ass” for listening to Yarincik’s advice
regarding a safety procedure. McMahon admittedly disliked Yarincik, and had not been friendly
with him since McMahon became a supervisor in 1982. Similarly, Conley and Yarincik’s
personal relationship deteriorated after  Yarincik was involuntarily transferred by Conley in 1984.
Conley also expressed concern to Petrario about Yarincik’s possible negative influence in
HVACIR.

This evidence suggests to us that personal animus existed between men who were
formerly friends and who became divided over the ongoing conflicts in HVAC/R as a result of
the 1985 reorganization. It is not inconceivable that in the face of long-running employment-
related disputes, positions may be taken or words may be exchanged that adversely impact the
personal relationships between employees. However, the mere fact that these individuals are no
longer friendly with each other, without more, does not establish a pattern of anti-union animus
exhibited by the employer. Significantly, although McMahon is in a supervisory position, he
was still a member of the Complainants’ own bargaining unit, and no evidence was offered to
show that McMahon harbored any complaint with or ill will towards CEUI.

Gaffey also testified that Conley told him that the HVAC/R group was difficult to
manage as a result of the continuing conflicts caused by the 1985 reorganization, and that
productivity in the shop needed to be improved. Again, however, we believe that in the context
of this particular work environment, where employees were long unhappy with an organizational
change that resulted in reduced overtime, these statements were likely made to inform a newly
hired supervisor of the potential managerial challenges he faced with his subordinates. In
addition, Gaffey did not recall Conley singling out any of the Complainants by name during this
conversation. Thus, we reject these examples as constituting direct evidence of anti-union
animus exhibited by the employer’s agents.

The Labor Board has recognized that direct evidence of discriminatory motive is
frequently unavailable, and therefore the Union is entitled to the benefit of reasonable inferences
under the circumstances. Town of Hamden (Police), Decision No. 2394.(  1985). In this regard,
the Labor Board considers indirect evidence of anti-union bias such as the timing of an
employer’s decision in relation to the protected activity (Town of East Haven, Decision No.
2830 (1990))  and the “type and severity of the punishment imposed for the alleged employee
wrongdoing”. Town of Trumbull, Decision No. 3056 (1992),  citing Beebe School
Transportation, Inc., Decision No. 173 1 (1979).

Because we do not find any direct evidence of discrimination on this record, we next
analyze the numerous examples of employer activity offered by the Union in support of its claim
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that the Health Center illegally discriminated against the Complainants? The Union first alleges
that Conley’s involuntary transfer of Paul Yarincik in March of 1991 was in retaliation for the
February 199 1 grievance settlement awarding each of the Complainants seventy hours of
overtime opportunity. Conley’s unrebutted testimony established that Yarincik was transferred
to the Electrical Shop in large part because of his superior skills in the electrical area. Although
Conley was aware of the grievance settlement, he did not realize that Yarincik’s transfer to the
Electrical Shop would deprive Yarincik of overtime opportunities in HVACK Indeed, when
Yarincik grieved the transfer, the Health Center attempted to settle the grievance by
guaranteeing Yarincik his seventy hours of overtime opportunity in the HVAC/R shop.iO

We do not find the above incident to demonstrate an illegal motive or to constitute a
discriminatory act by the employer. It seems unlikely that the Health Center would act to ensure
that Yarincik received his overtime opportunities if it were intent on punishing Yarincik for his
involvement in the settlement of the overtime grievances. Even assuming h-rguendo  that the
timing of the transfer appeared suspectto the Union, the Health Center’s articulated motivation
for choosing Yarincik for the position, namely his superior electrical skills, is not unreasonable
or lacking in credibility. See e.g. Orange Board of Educafion,  Decision No. 3417 (1996)
(While we agree that the timing of a layoff can raise an inference that it was motivated for
illegal reasons, we find that any such inference was rebutted by the School Board’s economic
condition.“) Moreover, Conley refilled the Electrical Shop vacancy after Yarincik was
transferred back to HVAC/R as soon as the hiring freeze had lifted.

The Union next alleges that the Health Center “pursu[ed]  unfair disciplinary actions
against Complainants, and allow[ed] and/or support[ed] unequal discipline or other unequal
treatment of Complainants”. Specifically, evidence was adduced at the hearing regarding the
following allegedly unfair disciplinary actions: Amadeo’s and Yarincik’s counseling notices, the
docking of Dickens’ and Petrario’s pay, the investigation into Petrario’s possible safety violation,
and the medical certificate requirement imposed upon Dickens.

We first note that, in each of the above incidents, no disciplinary action was ultimately
assessed against the individual employees. In settlement of the grievance- he subsequently filed
on this issue, Amadeo’s counseling notice was revised and removed from his personnel file. The
Union failed to provide sufficient evidence for us to determine the end result of Yarincik’s
counseling notice. Dickens and Petrario were reimbursed for the docked pay, no discipline was

9 The Union claims that each example of employer action constitutes a violation of
the Act, standing alone, as well as evidence of the employer’s anti-union animus.

10 Yarincik refused to accept this settlement, pursued the grievance successfully to
arbitration, and was reinstated to the HVAC/R shop in February of 1992.
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ever assessed against Petrario after the hearing to hear the recommendation for his suspension,
and the medical certificate requirement was withdrawn by agreement.

Nor do we find that the employer’s attempts to discipline the employees were so
outrageous in response to the employee’s alleged wrongdoing so as to give rise to an inference of
discrimination. As we have previously noted, we will consider whether the type and severity of
the discipline imposed gives rise to an inference of discrimination. See Beebe Sc/zoof
Transportation, Inc., Decision No. 173 1 (1979) (finding employee illegally. discharged for
Union activities where his misconduct did not appear severe enough to warrant termination and
other employees who committed similar infractions were not terminated). In this case, we
believe that the penalties assessed were in line with the alleged offenses and therefore do not give
rise to a legitimate inference of illegal motive.

The Union also alleges that the Health Center discriminated and retaliated against the
Complainants by unfairly distributing available overtime opportunities. Numerous grievances
were filed by the Union and the Complainants regarding the equalization of overtime
opportunities throughout the time period at issue. The Union submitted evidence to show that
overall from 1990 through 1994, the Complainants generally worked less overtime than other
QCWs  in HVACYR. The record does not reveal the extent to which these numbers were affected
by employee absences or refusals of overtime opportunities. In addition, the Union arbitrated
and won its grievance regarding the Health Center’s “phoned, no answer” method by which
refusals of overtime were calculated. The mere fact that the Complainants worked less overtime
than other employees is not sufficient, standing alone, to give rise to a reasonable inference that
the employer was illegally discriminating or retaliating against the Complainants, or that the
method by which overtime was offered and calculated was, on its face, discriminatory.

Insofar as the Complainants allege that Maintainers in the Environmental Operations
Control Center were provided more overtime opportunities, we also believe that this evidence
fails to establish anti-union animus or a discriminatory act for two reasons. First, the issue of
equitable overtime distribution between the Maintainers and the QCWs  was litigated and
resolved in favor of the employer. Furthermore, the fact that the Maintainers received more
overtime opportunities was a direct result - indeed, the contemplated result - of the 1985
reorganization. While it is understandable that the Complainants were not happy with the impact
that the reorganization had on their overtime opportunities, the Labor Board has previously
determined that the Health Center did not commit a prohibited practice by reorganizing the
department and changing work schedules. See State of Connecticut, UConn  Health Center,
Decision No. 3335 (1995).

The Union also alleged in its amended complaint that the Health Center failed to abide by
grievance settlements and/or arbitration awards. The only basis for such a claim that we find on
the record is the Complainants’ assertion that they never received their seventy hours of overtime
opportunity as established in the February and March 199 1 grievance settlements. As mentioned
above, despite hours of testimony regarding the equitable distribution of overtime by different
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witnesses, the record is ultimately unclear on this issue and, as such, we are unable to determine
if or when the grievance settlements were complied with. To the extent that the Union failed to
offer evidence of any other settlements or awards that were not complied with by the Health
Center, we consider this allegation abandoned.

The Union also alleges in general terms that the Complainants were subject to unequal
treatment and were not afforded equal opportunities to other QCW HVAC/R employees or
employees in facilities management. This allegation is so vague as to leave considerable doubt
about its substance. To the extent that the allegation involves equitable distribution of overtime
or training and promotional opportunities, we address those claims elsewhere in our decision. If
this allegation involves Amadeo’s light duty assignment to Housekeeping, while other QCWs  on
light duty were permitted to remain in HVAC/R, this claim must likewise fail. The evidence
demonstrates that Amadeo was temporarily assigned to Housekeeping to provide him with light
duty work I1 because HVAC/R already had at least two,other  employees assigned to light duty.
As soon as light duty work consistent with Amadeo’s restrictions became available in HVAC/R,
Amadeo was transferred back.

.

We also do not find the Union’s assertions regarding unsuitable work assignments to
constitute evidence of anti-union animus nor to constitute prohibited practices. In particular,
Yarincik grieved two assignments of work, changing oil and removing electrical wires, as falling
outside of his job description. These assignments were, we believe, the result of the difficulty in
determining proper work assignments between Maintainers and QCWs,  a continuing problem
ever since the 1985 reorganization. Moreover, no evidence was presented to show that the
Complainants, as opposed to all other QCWs  in HVAC/R, were the target of such allegedly
improper work assignments.

As for the work performed on the cooling tower, the Union did not dispute that the work
properly belonged to the QCWs  in HVACLR.  Rather, it appeared that the work assignment in
question was deemed improper by the Union because it was assigned to be performed in the heat
of the summer rather than in the spring when it was normally performed. The record does not
indicate why the work was postponed in that particular year. The real complaint stemming from
this incident appears to be McMahon’s  insistence that Petrario and Dickens wear their full
uniforms to work on the cooling tower. Conley immediately remedied the situation by striking a
compromise. Therefore, we fail to see how this event establishes anti-union sentiment by the
Health Center, particularly when it was McMahon, a Union member, who required compliance
with the uniform policy in the first place.

With regard to the alleged lack of training opportunities, we are not convinced that the
Complainants were singled out for adverse treatment or that the Health Center’s training program

II Amadeo himself admitted that while in Housekeeping, he was performing work
consistent with his physical restrictions.
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is in itself discriminatory or retaliatory. First, the Union failed to show that other, non-grieving
employees were provided more training than the Complainants or that the Complainants’ alleged
lack of training was the result of a conscious effort on the part of the employer to punish them for
their union activities. Indeed, most of the available training in this work unit appeared to consist
of vendor-supplied training on new equipment, which was, as far as this record reveals, provided
to the Complainants. To the extent that the Complainants were protesting the lack of off-site
training opportunities, there was no evidence to support an inference that other employees were
provided these opportunities to the exclusion of Complainants or that the denial of these
opportunities occurred suspiciously close to the filing of a particular grievance. In fact, both
Conley and Gaffey testified that not all of their off-site training requests were granted either.

The Union’s claim that the Complainants were denied promotional opportunities is
likewise without support on this record. Petrario was promoted to the supervisory position for
which he applied, although he did not receive his preferred shift. This fact, without more, is
insufficient to establish an inference of animus. Yarincik was the only other Complainant about
whom promotional evidence was offered, and he admitted in his testimony that the reason given
him by his employer for his lack of promotion was that other candidates were more qualified.‘*
The Union failed to provide us sufficient evidence on which we could conclude that this reason
was untrue or merely a pretext for discrimination against Yarincik.

The Union relies on the failure of the Health Center to designate most of the
Complainants as “essential” employees for furlough purposes as further evidence of alleged
discriminatory treatment against them. None of the witnesses were able to credibly testify as to
who actually made the decisions regarding the names on the furlough lists. Because we do not
know either who created the lists or what criteria, if any, were used to designate employees as
“essential,” we cannot legitimately conclude, based on the absence of such information, that the
lists alone establish anti-union animus or a discriminatory or retaliatory act.

Finally, as for dividing up the lunch breaks, we agree with the Union that Gaffey’s
decision may have been motivated in part by the Complainants’ participation in Labor Board
hearings, since the change occurred immediately after a Labor Board hearing. However, we find
that Gaffey’s concerns about emergency coverage were not so implausible as to be pretextual.

In conclusion, on the basis of this record, we find insufficient grounds to conclude that
the Health Center’s actions as set forth above establish anti-union animus sufficient to constitute
violations of the Act.

12, Nedjoika and Casella were both promoted over Yarincik , even though Yarincik
had scored slightly higher on the civil service exam. However, the Health Center presented
unrebutted testimony that candidates for promotion are evaluated on qualifications, experiences
and training. No evidence was offered to suggest that promotions are ever solely based upon
exam scores.
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ORDER

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby is,
DISMISSED.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

Antonia  Moran .
Antonia Moran ”
Board Member

Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low
Alternate Board Member
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 20th day of
April, 1998 to the .following:

Robert Curtis, Principal Labor Relations Specialist
Office of Policy and Management
Office of Labor Relations
450 Capitol Avenue, MS530LR
P.O. Box 341441
Hartford, Connecticut 06 134-  144 1

Attorney Edward T. Lynch
Eisenberg, Anderson, Michalik & Lynch
126 West Main Street
P.O. Box 2950
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Attorney Leon M. Rosenblatt
Rosenblatt, Rintoul & Rintoul
10  North Main Street
West Hartford, Connecticut 06 107

Linda Yelmini, Director of Labor Relations
Office of Policy and Management
Office of Labor Relations
450 Capitol Avenue, MS53OLR
P.O. Box 341441
Hartford, Connecticut 06 134-  144 1
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Certification
Page 2
April 20, 1998

Ellen M. Carter, Principal Labor Relations Specialist
Office of Policy and Management
Office of Labor Relations
450 Capitol Avenue, MS530LR
P.O. Box 341441
Hartford, Connecticut 06 134-  144 1

John Murphy, Staff Representative
CEUI
P.O. Box 1268
Middletown, Connecticut 06457

&
CONNECTICUT’STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
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NO. CV 98 04926 18s

DAVID AMADEO ET AL.

V.

ZONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF
LABOR RELATIONS ET AL.

SUPERIOR COURT

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

NEW BRITAIN

VO.  CV 98 0492624s SUPERIOR COURT

DAVID AMADEO ET AL. . JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

u’. NEW BRITAIN

ZONNECTICUT  STATE BOARD OF
LABOR RELATIONS ET AL. JULY 21,1999

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

These administrative appeals were brought by the plaintiffs pursuant to General

Statutes $$4-183  and 5-274(d), from decisions by the defendant, Connecticut State Board

If Labor Relations (“the Labor Board”).

On May 4, 1990, the plaintiffs, David Amadeo, Charles Bra&,  Charles Dickens,

David Petrario and Paul Yarincik, filed a complaint with the Labor Board which alleged

hat the defendants, the Connecticut Employees Union Independent (“the Union”) and its

Igents, Jeffrey Janusonis and Richard Boyd, had breached their duty of fair representation

io the plaintiffs, who were at all relevant times members of the union, in violation of 6 5-

CONN;gzgJ&;TATE
a3‘7993  /-

LABOR RELATIONS



272 of the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees. The plaintiffs

amended their complaint on December 20, 1990, alleging that the University of

Connecticut Health Center (“the Health Center”) had violated the Act by failing to act in

good faith to adjudicate a grievance protesting reorganization and in resolving the

underlying dispute. On January 22, 1993, the complaint was again amended to expand

the allegations against the Health Center, by alleging that the Health Center had refused

to bargain in good faith, refused to supply information and withheld information, imposed

a unilateral change in employment, refused to discuss grievances and failed to comply

with grievance settlements. The amended complaint realleged the breach of duty of fair

representation against the union.

While the foregoing complaint was pending, on May 8, 1991, the plaintiffs filed a

second complaint against the Health Center, which charged that the Health Center had

retaliated and discriminated against the plaintiffs for their participation in protected

concerted activities in violation of 9 5-272 of the Act. Specifically, the complaint alleged

that the following actions of the Health Center constituted illegal retaliation against the

plaintiffs: (1) refusing to abide by valid grievance settlements and/or arbitration awards;

(2) involuntary transferring the plaintiff Paul Yarincik; (3) pursuing unfair disciplinary

actions and supporting other unfair treatment against the plaintiffs; (4) denial or unfair

distribution of overtime opportunities; (5) inequitable treatment of the plaintiffs; (6)

requiring the plaintiffs to perform unsuitable work or to work outside their job

descriptions; (7) failing to provide training and advancement opportunities to the

plaintiffs; (8) passing over and refusing promotional opportunities to the plaintiffs; (9)
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railing to place most of the plaintiffs on essential personnel lists, despite their senior

;tatus and skill levels, thereby exposing them to involuntary furloughs; (10) arbitrarily

:hanging  the plaintiffs’ lunch breaks. After hearings on this second complaint against the

Iealth  Center, the matter was dismissed by the Labor Board in Decision No. 3592 on

4pril20,  1998. The administrative appeal from the Labor Board’s decision in the second

:omplaint  bears Docket No. CV 98 0492624 in this court. None of the issues in this

second administrative appeal were briefed or argued, and accordingly are deemed

abandoned. At oral argument on these administrative appeals, which had been

:onsolidated,  the plaintiffs admitted that the retaliation claims had been abandoned.

\ccordingly,  the plaintiffs’ administrative appeal from the Labor Board’s decision based

In the retaliation claim is dismissed.

On the original complaint, the Labor Board conducted hearings on October 29,

1992, January 26, February 1, May 12, October 18,19,21  of 1993, January 21,25,  March

7, May 20 and 24 of 1994. The parties called a number of witnesses and introduced

mmerous  exhibits. Subsequent to the hearings, all parties filed post hearing briefs. On

September 19, 1995, the Labor Board issued a Decision and Dismissal of Complaint

IDecision  No. 3335),  which held that the union did not breach its duty of fair

sepresentation  and the Health Center did not engage in a prohibitive practice by its

;chedule change and destruction of documents. It is from that decision which this,

.emaining  administrative appeal (Docket No. CV 98 04926 18) emanates.

In this appeal, the plaintiffs advance a number of arguments. First, the plaintiffs

:laim  that there is no substantial evidence to support the Labor Board’s decision that the
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schedule change was not done primarily to reduce overtime, in violation of the Collective

Bargaining Agreement. Next, the plaintiffs argue that the evidence established as a

matter of law that the union breached its duty of fair representation and that the Labor

Board applied an incorrect legal standard. Finally, the plaintiffs claim that all of the

substantial evidence showed that the state illegally disposed of documents.

It is clear that the scope of this court’s review of an agency’s decision is very

restricted. Pet v. Dent. of Health Services, 228 Corm. 65 1,660 (1994). General Statutes

$4-1830)  provides that “[t]he  court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the

agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. The court shall affirm the

decision of the agency unless the court finds that substantial rights of the person

appealing have been prejudiced because the administrative findings, inferences,

conclusions, or decisions are . . . clearly erroneous in view of the reliable, probative, and

substantial evidence on the whole record. . . .”

“This limited standard of review dictates that, with regard to questions of fact, it is

neither the function of the trial court . . . to retry the case or to substitute its judgment for

that of the administrative agency. . . . An agency’s factual determination must be

sustained if it is reasonably supported by substantial evidence in the record taken as a

whole. . . . Substantial evidence exists if the administrative record affords a substantial

basis of fact from which the fact and issue can be reasonably inferred. . . . This substantial

evidence standard is highly deferential and permits less judicial scrutiny than an clearly

erroneous or weight of the evidence standard of review. . . . The burden is on the

plaintiffs to demonstrate that the [agency’s] factual conclusions were not supported by the
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veight of substantial evidence on the whole record. . . .”  (Brackets omitted; citations

bmitted,  internal quotation marks omitted.) New Enrrland Cable Television Assn., Inc. v.

>PUC,  247 Corm.  95,117-18 (1998).

The plaintiffs’ allegations against the Health Center resulted from the

eorganization of the heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (“HVACYR”)

Lrea  in the early part of 1985, which brought about a schedule change and corresponding

eduction in the plaintiffs’ overtime earnings. The plaintiffs contend that the schedule

:hange was a unilateral change to a mandatory subject of collective bargaining and

herefore, constituted a violation of the act. The Labor Board found that the parties’

:ollective  bargaining agreement provided a defense to this allegation, in that the contract

brovided  that “changes in work weeks and hours shall be made on the basis of

easonableness. No change in work schedules shall be made for the primary purpose of

voiding the payment of overtime.” (Return of Record (ROR), Item1 5, Exhibit 11.) The

blaintiffs, who were all Qualified Craft Workers (“QCWs”), claim that the Labor Board

overlooked  “virtually all of the evidence” (Plaintiffs’ Brief, p. 12) when it concluded that

he unilateral schedule change was permitted by the parties’ collective bargaining

Igreement.

The Labor Board found that in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s,  employees

nvolved in the completion of the Health Center were involved in the state’s major effort

o complete the Health Center and have it in full operation. For many of the QCWs,  this

:ffort included working a component of a three shift, around the clock schedule, working

10  or more hours per week as part of their regular schedule. Prior to November 1984,
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)CWs in trades other than HVAC/R had reverted to a 5 day, 35 hour work week, which

s the standard state employee schedule. Only the HVAC/R group, which included some

vlaintainers  as well as the QCWs,  continued with the three shift 40 hour per week

schedule.  (ROR, Item 17, Decision No. 3335, p. 2,14.)

In the months prior to November 1984, management at the Health Center had

:onsidered reorganizing the Facilities Management and Operations Department. This

)roposed  reorganization addressed management’s view that many tasks performed by

>CWs  and I-IVAUR were inappropriate to the high skill level of those employees and

nore appropriate to the Maintainers. In November 1984, a change was proposed in the

vork assignments and schedule of the HVAUR  workers at the QCW level, to become

:ffective  in January 1985. With that change, the higher paid QCWs  would be assigned to

he 35 hour HVAUR  division, where their schedule would resemble that of other craft

;hops in Facilities Management.

The Labor Board’s findings that the primary purpose of the change was not to

woid the payment of overtime is supported by substantial evidence. That the schedule

:hange was implemented as a result of a concern with efficiency of operations rather than

t reduction of overtime is evidenced by internal memoranda. A memorandum from

>avid 0. Elliot, Associate Director, Facilities Management and Operation to Timothy

Iurlock,  Financial Officer, Facilities Management and Operation, dated September 24,

i 984, states:

The change in organization has also reduced overtime. Maintainers on the
second and third shift can handle a diverse number’of jobs and at least
secure problems until the following day. The flexibility of the Maintainer
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specifications has enabled us to work on jobs that we might have had
problems requiring QCW (HVAUR)  personnel to handle.

ROR, Item 15, Exhibit 15.)

Similarly, Elliot’s memorandum dated October 1, 1984, to Joseph Wankerl, Director,

‘ersonnel Department, refers to changing QCWs  in HVAUR  from 40 to 35 hours and

Ilacing 5 senior QCWs  on a 35 hour schedule as more vacant maintenance positions are

efilled.  (ROR, Item 15, Exhibit 3.) Moreover, at the hearing before the Labor Board,

Nankerl testified that his understanding from Elliot was that Elliot “wanted to make this

:hange primarily for operational reasons” and to “the improvement in the quality of the

naintenance  function.” (ROR, Item 15, Transcript of May 20, 1994, pp. 34,61.)  The

jlaintiffs’  argument that no reorganization actually took place is unavailing, given the

chedule  change which was implemented.

The Labor Board’s finding that the evidence failed to demonstrate that the primary

burpose of the change was to avoid the payment of overtime was also supported by the

.bsence  of any reduction in overtime resultant from the schedule change. The

Illaintainers, still working the three shift, 40 hour work week, subsequent to the schedule

,hange which reduced only the QCWs’ work hours received 5 hours of built in overtime

:ach week over the standard 35 hours. The Maintainers were members of the same

bargaining unit as the QCWs,  although the plaintiffs evidently believed the work should
,

be their own.

The foregoing, together with other evidence presented during the hearings,

upport the Labor Board’s conclusion that the evidence had failed to demonstrate that the
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primary purpose of the change was to avoid the payment of overtime. The Labor Board

concluded:

We recognize that the legitimate purpose of administrative efficiency,
which may, nonetheless, result in a reduction of overtime, may be hard to
distinguish from an improper “primary purpose” of “avoiding the payment
of overtime”. Similarly, a reduction of overtime could be one factor in a
decision, but still fail to represent a “primary purpose”. We conclude,
however, that the employer here had an administrative purpose in
instituting this reorganization, which was not primarilv  the reduction of
overtime, and that the complainants have not demonstrated otherwise.

(ROR, Item 17, Decision No. 3335, p. 18.)

The plaintiffs’ claim that the Labor Board overlooked “virtually all of the

evidence” when it concluded that the unilateral schedule change was permitted by the

parties’ collective bargaining agreement is unsupported in the record. It is clear that the

Labor Board considered the conflicting evidence argued by the plaintiffs. However, the

presence of conflicting evidence does not mean that there is not substantial evidence to

support the Labor Board’s determination. Indeed, it was the function of the Labor Board

to decide the facts and resolve any conflicts which there may have been in the evidence.

See Schallenkamn v. DelPonte, 229 Conn. 3 1,39-40 (1994).

Accordingly, the plaintiffs’ argument that there was no substantial evidence to

support the Labor Board’s decision that the schedule change was not done primarily to

reduce overtime, in violation of the collective bargaining agreement, must fail.

Another argument advanced by the plaintiffs is that all of the substantial evidence

showed that the state illegally disposed of documents. (Plaintiffs’ Brief, p. 17.) The

Labor Board concluded that the record was insufficient to sustain any finding against the
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Health Center on these allegations. The Labor Board found that the plaintiffs failed to

prove that the information which allegedly was concealed or destroyed was, in fact, the

subject of a specific document request. It is clear that an employer is required to provide

relevant information necessary for the union to perform its collective bargaining function.

Board of Education v. Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, 190 Corm. 235

(1983). However, a necessary precondition to a finding of a failure to provide

information is that the union actually made a request for such relevant information. In the

present case, the evidence reflects one general information request, made by the union

through Steven Perruccio in January, 1985, which was complied with by the Health

Center. (ROR, Item 15, Exhibit 32.)

The plaintiffs argue that the destruction of documents constituted a prohibited

practice. While some documents were destroyed, there was no evidence presented that

the destroyed documents related to the plaintiffs’ grievance. Nor was there evidence

presented as to any improper motive or intent on the part of the Health Center.

The plaintiffs also argue that the destruction of the documents violated General

Statutes $ 1 l-8 et seq., the State Records Retention Statutes. See also General Statutes 6

1-18. The Labor Board, however, has no authority to enforce violations of General

Statutes 3 1 l-8. To the extent that the plaintiffs relied upon this alleged violation as

evidence of an improper intent on the part of the Health Center, the Labor Board again

found, based upon the record, that the evidence was insufficient to sustain that

conclusion. There is simply no evidence to show what the destroyed documents might

have contained, which is fatal to the plaintiffs’ claim, given the lack of any bad motive or
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intent.

In this administrative appeal, there is no basis on which to find that any of the

incidents of destruction were done with a motive to frustrate the plaintiffs’ case or with

knowledge that any documents were relevant to this case. Thus, the Labor Board’s

conclusion in this regard will not be disturbed, notwithstanding the plaintiffs’ arguments.

The plaintiffs’ remaining argument is that the evidence established as a matter of

law that the Union breached its duty of fair representation and that the Labor Board used

the wrong legal standard. (Plaintiffs’ Brief, p. 13.) The plaintiffs argued before the Labor

Board that the union breached its duty of fair representation in two ways: (1) by failing to

vigorously pursue a meritorious grievance; and (2) by failing to properly inform the

plaintiffs about the status of the grievance.

The factual background on which the union arguments are based, as found by the

Labor Board, is as follows. On November 19, 1984, the union steward, Jeff Janusonis,

was notified of a work schedule change involving the HVAC/R personnel including the

QCWs.  The work schedule change was to take effect on January 7,198s.  On December

10, 1984, a union grievance, designated as “C-EUI C-708”,  which protested an unfair

work schedule change, was filed. This was a class grievance referred to, by number

rather than by the name of any individual grievant. A number of meetings between

management and the union followed. The union requested information regarding the

schedule changes and the reorganization of the IIVACYR  area. The union was provided a

summary report, charts, and a letter explaining the reasons for the reorganization and

work schedule change. After a meeting on January 14, 1985, Steven Perruccio, the
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mion’s contract and grievance administrator, came to believe that he had no proof that

aanagement was reorganizing the HVACYR  function in order to avoid the payment of

overtime. Perruccio had found no evidence that management’s primary purpose for the

:hange  was other than to improve efficiency. As the QCW overtime grievance (C-708)

progressed,  the union steward filed another grievance, C-798, on behalf of an employee in

:he Health Center, unrelated to the earlier grievance. Grievance C-798 was filed on June

28, 1985. However, as the overtime grievance progressed, on March 26, 1986, the union

Filed a grievance at the next step which was incorrectly identified as “CEUI C-798”.

Sometime during the period 1984 to 1987, a Grievance Alternative Settlement Procedure,

ulown  as “GASP”, was devised as a means of disposing of some of the large number of

grievances filed by the union without resort to full hearings. Perruccio, as Contract and

Grievance Administrator, and a Labor Relations Specialist from the state’s office of labor

melations, would meet to discuss a number of grievances with the intended purpose of

*esolving  them without formal hearings or arbitration. On that agenda for discussion on

lune 12, 1986, was a Health Center case designated as “CEUI-C-798; OLR No. 06-3741;

work  schedule change”. The OLR number was still correctly matched with the “work

schedule change” grievance, but bore an incorrect CEUI number, C-798, which was the

neal ticket grievance. Listed on the cases to be considered under GASP on July 23, 1986

lyas one listed only as “C-798”. A Perruccio memorandum dated July 10, 1986, asked for

:he current status of grievance “C-798, UCONN HC, meal money”. The response was

.hat this grievance was “dead; withdrawn”. (ROR, Item 15, Exhibit 60.) By letter dated

August 1, 1986, Perruccio informed the Office of Labor Relations that a number of CEUI
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:ases  should be “withdrawn without prejudice”, including CEUI-C-798. (ROR, Item

3xhibit  34.) There was no further action by the Office of Labor Relations on either

grievance  C-798 or C-708.

1%

The Health Center’s director of personnel inquired of union staff representative

tichard  Monthei at some point after March 26, 1986 about scheduling a hearing for

grievance  C-708 and was told that Monthei didn’t think the grievance would be brought

brward because the union thought it was a loser. Although the union argued that

tionthei’s  decision to drop the grievance was reasonable in light of the information

available to him at the time, based on the facts presented the Labor Board concluded that

he grievance was mishandled and subsequently lost. The Labor Board further concluded

rowever,  that the union’s failure to observe and correct the typographical error, although

negligent, did not rise to an intent to deny the plaintiffs of their opportunity to have the

grievance  heard and, therefore, found no violation of the duty of fair representation.

jdditionally,  the Labor Board concluded that the conduct was not arbitrary nor

iiscriminatory  so as to breach the duty of fair representation. The Labor Board continued

hat even if Monthei had deliberately dropped the grievance, there would still not be a

riolation. The Labor Board held that if a conscious decision not to pursue the grievance

vas made, it was only after the review of a substantial number of documents regarding

he work schedule change. The Labor Board held that this exercise of discretion by the

Jnion was proper since it was done in good faith, without discrimination, and was not

arbitrary.

The plaintiffs argue that the Labor Board used the wrong legal standard when
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analyzing the issue of whether the union breached its duty of fair representation to the

plaintiffs. The plaintiffs argue that the evidence established a violation as a matter of

law.

The Labor Board’s standard for assessing the existence of a breach of the duty of

fair representation stems from the rationale of the United States Supreme Court in Vaca

v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 171,87 S. Ct. 9c)3,  17 L. Ed. 2d 842 (1967) and from Connecticut

General Statutes 9 5-271(c). A union breaches its duty of fair representation when the

evidence demonstrates that the union has failed “to serve the interests of all members

without hostility or discrimination toward any, to exercise its discretion with complete

good faith and honesty, and to avoid arbitrary conduct”. Vaca v. Sines, supra, 386 U.S.

177.

This court finds that the Labor Board applied the correct legal standard. See

Genovese v. Gallo Wine Merchants. Inc., 226 Conn. 475,488 n.12 (1993). The Labor,

Board’s finding of negligence on the Union’s part in handling the plaintiffs’ grievance did

not necessitate a finding of a breach of the duty of fair representation. Federal Court

decisions consistently hold that mere negligence on the part of a union does not constitute

1 breach of the duty of fair representation. Ryan  v. New York Newsnauer  Printing

Pressman’s Union No. 2,590 F.2d  45 1,455 (2d Cir. 1979); Walk v. PIE Nationwide Inc.,

358 F.2d  1323, 1326 (6*  Cir. 1992). Negligence on the part of a union, without more,

simply does not establish the necessary elements to sustain a breach of duty of fair

representation claim. Webb v. ABF Freight System, Inc., 155 F.3d  1230 (lOth Cir. 1998),

:iting United Steel Workers of America v. Rawson, 495 U.S. 362,372-73,  110 S. Ct.
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1904, 109 L. Ed. 2d 362 (1990). Moreover, in order to find that the Union’s actions were

xbitrary,  the Labor Board had to determine, in light of the overall circumstances

presented, that the Union’s conduct was so far beyond a “wide range of reasonableness”

:hat it could properly be considered irrational. Air Line Pilots Assn., International v.

3’Neill,  499 U.S. 65,66,  111 S. Ct. 1127, 113 L. Ed. 2d 57 (1991). In the present case,

xased  on the testimony and exhibits admitted during hearings, the Labor Board could and

lid find the Union’s processing of its own institutional grievance as negligent. The Labor

Board then applied a correct legal standard to find that the Union’s negligence did not

amount to a breach of the duty of fair representation.

The plaintiffs also complain about the Union’s failure to keep them properly

nformed of the status of the grievance. The plaintiffs contend that by requiring them to

xove  that the Union “acted deliberately to mislead the employees”, the Labor Board

ncorrectly  added an element to the standard for duty of fair representation. However, the

Labor  Board’s decision in this regard clearly was based upon a failure of the evidence

xoduced by the plaintiffs. The Labor Board’s decision was based upon a review of the

:vidence  in addition to a credibility determination concerning the plaintiff Yarincik’s

:estimony,  which was the link pin to this claim. The Labor Board stated: “The

Clomplainants’  case is based solely on Yarincik’s testimony, which is too vague and, at

:imes, illogical to carry its burden.” (ROR, Item 17, Decision No. 3335, p. 16.) The

lecision  reflects that the Labor Board found, as a matter of fact, that there had not been

:epeated  and frequent inquiries on the subject of grievance C-708 and that, therefore, the

3laintiffs  had not met their burden of proof. The Labor Board’s findings of fact are
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upported by the record. Those facts do not evidence a deliberate intention to mislead the

blaintiffs, which would constitute bad faith conduct, nor do they evidence action on the

bat-t  of the union in such an arbitrary or perfunctory fashion such as to exceed all bounds

If  reasonableness. This court finds that the Labor Board’s finding in this regard was

upported by substantial evidence in the record and did not result from an incorrect legal

tandard.

The plaintiffs’ argument that the evidence established as a matter of law that the

Inion  breached its duty of fair representation and that the Labor Board applied an

ncorrect legal standard does not find support in the record. Thus, the Labor Board’s

inding  of no breach of the Union’s duty of fair representation to the plaintiffs will not be

listurbed.

In conclusion, based on the foregoing, the plaintiffs’ administrative appeals from

he Labor Board’s decisions are dismissed.

,  ’

Michael Hartmere, Judge
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